
Vesta Space Redefined® has been named a  
2020 GOOD DESIGN® Award winner for  
the building materials category.

AN AWARD-WINNING DESIGN

Quality Edge® has been inspired and 
challenged by shiplap. Vesta reinvents the 
smooth, impervious joint of shiplap using 
modern metal—exchanging wood decay 
with steel and giving architectural design a 
new silhouette. 

Vesta’s patented plank profile in a curated 
design color palette supports vertical 
and horizontal installation—from siding to 
underdecking and porch ceiling.

UNIQUELY DESIGNED  
PAINT SYSTEM 

Vesta’s color palette was designed to bring 
style to the exterior of a home with solid 
colors and woodgrain colors consisting of 
six unique grain configurations. HD3 is our 
copyrighted, high-definition, tricolor paint 
application that captures light, medium 
and dark woodgrain details, creating a 
multidimensional and naturally accurate 
look. Touching it is the only way to know it 
is steel.

SUSTAINABILIT Y WITH  
A L IFETIME VALUE

Vesta steel siding utilizes one of the 
strongest, most versatile and recyclable 
materials on our planet, reducing your 
carbon footprint and safeguarding against 
costly repairs. Our Lifetime Limited Warranty 
includes protection against peeling, flaking, 
chipping, cracking, color fade, chalking, 
rust, hail and abrasion.
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To learn more about the award-winning project visit www.QualityEdge.com/Vesta.

We strive to distinguish ourselves by developing 
sustainable, high-quality and innovative products for the 
roofing and siding industries.

We are passionate about designs that build excitement 
for our architects, builders, contractors and homeowners.

“
”

The GOOD DESIGN Awards recognize the most innovative and 
cutting-edge architecture and design products in 30 categories 
across the globe. In 2020, the European Centre for Architecture, 
Art, Design and Urban Studies partnered with the Chicago 
Museum of Architecture and Design to select winners. Vesta 
excelled in the building materials category with groundbreaking 
value, new technologies, innovative design and sustainability.
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PRODUCT DETAILS
PROFILE

• 5" Face and 8 ft Plank Length(Woodgrain)
• 5" Face and 12 ft Plank Length (Solid)

MATERIALS

• Steel

THICKNESS

• 0.020" (Panels)
• 0.016" (Accessories)

APPLICATION

• Horizontal 
• Vertical
• Underdecking and Porch Ceiling

U.S. Patent Nos.: 10,508,455; 10,760,282  
Canadian Patent Pending

SOLID AND WOODGRAIN COLORS

Vesta’s color palette was designed to bring style to the exterior of a home. 
Each of the four woodgrain color consists of six unique grain configurations 
designed to resemble the natural variation of stained woods that results when 
several features interact, including irregular grain, rays and color deposits on 
the surface of wood. 

COLOR AVAILABILITY

• 9 Solids
• 4 HD3 Woodgrains

COATING

• Kynar 500® (70% PVDF) – Woodgrains
• Kynar® (50% PVDF) – Solids
• CarbonTech90™ – Woodgrains & Solids

U.S. COPYRIGHT

© Sand Dollar Woodgrain Artwork VAu1-378-183 
© Driftwood Woodgrain Artwork VAu1-378-232 
© Autumn Thistle Woodgrain Artwork VAu1-378-233 
© Gilded Grain Woodgrain Artwork VAu 1-382-425

INSTALL ATION
Planks must be installed on a minimum 1⁄2" O.S.B. or plywood solid flat wall 
over house wrap. Fasten all panels loose (floating) to the wall using 11⁄2" nails 
or screws, inserting fasteners into the holes along the top of the panel 16" on 
center. Ensure each panel is fully engaged to the one below via the pre-rolled 
feature at the bottom of the panel before fastening it. 

WARR ANT Y
Our Lifetime Limited Warranty includes protection against peeling, flaking, 
chipping, cracking, color fade, chalking, rust, hail, and abrasion. Vesta’s steel 
core is unlike any other and designed to defend against whatever nature 
throws at it. An anti-corrosive zinc barrier provides unyielding protection born 
to last generations. 

SPECIF ICATIONS

TECHNICAL DATA
Vesta steel siding utilizes one of the strongest, most versatile, and recyclable 
materials on our planet, reducing your carbon footprint and safeguarding 
against costly repairs. 

BUILDING CODE RATINGS

R703.3 Wall Covering Nominal Thickness and attachments.  
Source: IRC 2018

With low energy use and zero off-gassing or maintenance concerns, Vesta is 
an environmentally friendly siding solution. 

MATERIAL/PAINT & COATINGS DATA

• 100% Recyclable 
• VOC-free coatings
• Lead free finishes

With Vesta’s rigorous testing, you can feel safe and at ease, knowing the 
home is protected.

NON-COMBUSTIBLE FIRE RATINGS

• ASTM E84 
• ASTM E84-17
• Class A Rating

STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE RATING

• ASTM E1592-05

IMPACT RESISTANCE RATING

• UL2218 Class 4 Rating

Quality Edge is committed to leading the industry in terms of innovation and 
airflow. Vesta panels have unique, built-in breathing ducts that promote air 
circulation between joint seams and behind the building surface.

AVAIL ABILIT Y & COST
Our products are available locally through Quality Edge distributors. Our 
distributors can provide current pricing. Contact us to put you in touch with 
a local Quality Edge representative in your area who can provide you 
distributor information.

MAINTENANCE 
Remove any and all debris that may accumulate on the wall during its lifespan 
to keep it moisture free. Tighten any loose fasteners or trim pieces as access 
allows. Do not attempt to repair or replace any parts of the system without 
consulting a certified applicator. Repainting the wall should not be necessary 
through the duration of the warranty. 

TECHNICAL SUPP ORT
Complete technical information and literature is available at:  
www.QualityEdge.com/Literature.


